Armstrong eClassroom: Posted Discussion Topics

There are two ways of looking at discussions posted by students.

First, there is the Reading View. This is when you would like to see everyone’s post all at the same time.

Notice the area that indicates how many postings are unread, how many threads exist, how many replies have been made, and how many views of that particular topic.

To get to a student’s reply, click the topic.
A gradable topic is noted by the ruler and check mark.

Notice there has been a rubric attached to this discussion. Students can now view a rubric if you have attached one on the discussion.

Now you can see the subject of a student’s post, the author, and when the post was made. You can also see how many posts are unread, how many replies, and how many views there have been of this topic.
Other new options available under “More Actions” are Copy, Reorder, and Restore topics.

Restore can be used if you accidentally delete a topic. You can restore the topic and all the posts associated with the topic. To do this, click the restore button and you will be taken to a list of deleted Forums and Topics.

Click “Restore” and you will be asked if you want to restore this topic.

Click “Yes” and a confirmation window will appear in your discussions area.

To get back to the discussions list use the bread crumb. The bread crumb is located at the top of the page and has a link to the previous page to where you currently are within the Armstrong eClassroom.
Secondly, Grid view is back. The students posts are arranged in a way that you can see who has posted and also who has replied to that student.

When grading this type of discussion post, click on the posting you wish to grade and open it up. Click on the More Actions dropdown arrow and then select the Assess.

If there is a rubric attached, you can simply place dots in the radio buttons for that apply to this discussion posting.
Remember to place the score in the Topic Score area and then you can give Feedback if you wish.

Then select Save at the bottom.